Resonant microcantilevers are highly sensitive to added masses and have the potential to be used as mass-spectrometers. However, making the detection of individual added masses quantitative requires the position determination for each added mass. We derive expressions relating the position and mass of several added particles to the resonant frequencies of a cantilever, and an identification procedure valid for particles with different masses is proposed. The identification procedure is tested by calculating positions and mass of multiple microparticles with similar mass positioned on individual microcantilevers. Excellent agreement is observed between calculated and measured positions and calculated and theoretical masses.
Using microscale cantilevers as sensitive mass sensors was proposed in 1995. 1, 2 Since then, cantilever based mass sensors have been shown to have the sensitivity to measure single cells and large molecules. [3] [4] [5] Recently, microbeam based sensors have been used as mass spectrometers detecting single molecules. 6 With cantilever based mass sensors either a single added mass, 7 a multitude of added masses creating a homogeneous layer, 5 or multiple single particle adsorption events can be detected. 6 When measuring the adsorption of a multitude of added masses it is assumed these are homogeneously spread over the surface in order to quantify the response and calculate the corresponding additional mass. However, for the detection of individual adsorbed masses, the mass response of the cantilever will change with the actual position of the added mass since the vibration velocity of the cantilever surface varies with position. 8 Thus, the position of the mass adsorption needs to be controlled and is usually set to be at the cantilever tip or at a nodal point. 9 But for real-life measurements, the exact position of an added mass cannot be controlled and none of the above methods are suitable for quantitative single or multiple particle detection.
We have previously shown that it is possible to find the position and the mass of a single particle adhering to a microcantilever by measuring the frequency response of higher order bending modes. 10 The drawback of the technique was, that it was possible to do measurements if only a single particle was added to the cantilever in between successive measurements. In this work we demonstrate, that the theory can be extended to detection of multiple particles with different masses. The theory is applied to measurements on several microcantilevers each loaded with multiple microparticles of the same kind. Both, the positions and the mass of the individual particles are calculated and compared to the measured values of the positions and the theoretical mass of the microparticles.
In our previous work, the resonant frequency change in a cantilever due to a small single mass, ⌬m positioned at z ⌬m , has been derived by equalizing the kinetic with the strain energy at resonance. 10 Considering P populations of particles with a mass ⌬m p and M p particles at positions z ⌬m p ,i , i ͕1, ... , M p ͖ the kinetic energy of a cantilever vibrating at a resonant frequency n,⌬m is E kin,͚⌬m = 1 2 a n 2 n,⌬m
where U n is the mode shape of vibration and a n is the amplitude of the n th mode. Assuming that the added particles do not alter the mode shape of the cantilever, the strain energy does not change with the particle adsorption and is thus equal to the kinetic energy without particles. At resonance, the kinetic and the strain energy are set equal and the resonant frequency for a loaded cantilever becomes n,⌬m
where m 0 = wLt is the mass of the cantilever. For the calculation of the positions and the mass of the attached particles based on the resonant frequency changes Eq. ͑2͒ is converted to
Using N measured modes the matrix U of N ϫ P elements and the vector R of N-elements are defined as 
d is the P-elements unitary vector and the scale factor so that
The problem is then to find the positions z ⌬m p ,i and the relative mass changes satisfying Eq. ͑3͒. For a given positions set, the optimal d is obtained by solving and minimizing 2 = ḡ † ḡ with respect to the positions, the most likely positions of the attached particles can be located. The nonlinear minimization is performed under Matlab ® using a Nelder-Mead Simplex algorithm 11 and an initial guess found by a crude mesh calculation of 100 M p positions. From the calculated positions, the scale factor is then calculated and the relative mass change in the individual particles obtained from Eq. ͑5͒ and the following:
The microcantilevers used in the experiment were fabricated from plasma-enhanced chemical-vapor deposition SiN having a thickness of 850 nm deposited on a standard Si 4Љ wafer. The cantilevers are defined using photolithography followed by RIE giving cantilevers with a length of L = 100 m and a width 20 m. 3 ͒ with a diameter of 2.8 m. They were chosen to have different masses and the theoretical values are 4.4 pg and 14.9 pg. The particles were positioned on the cantilever using an etched tungsten tip with a tip diameter of roughly 1 m mounted on a precision XYZ-stage under an optical microscope. An optical image of a cantilever loaded with 2 Dynabeads ® is shown in Fig. 1 . The resonant frequencies of the first five to seven bending modes have been measured with a laser-Doppler vibrometer ͑Polytec MSA-500͒ in vacuum ͑quality factor Ͼ1000͒ before and after loading the particles. A plot of the obtained relative changes in resonant frequencies for the first 5-7 bending modes of the cantilevers loaded with 2-3 Dynabeads ® is shown in Fig. 2 . The change in resonant frequency is between 0.03% and 0.83% depending on the number and the position of the particles.
It should be highlighted that the proposed identification procedure can be tailored to account for some a priori knowledge on the particles to be measured. If M particles are to be measured, setting P = 1 and M 1 = M imposes the same mass for all the particles. Another option is to set P = M and M p =1∀ p so that all particles are allowed to have different masses. Using Dynabeads ® and allowing the particles to have different masses ͑P = M , M p =1͒, the calculated positions of the individual particles on the cantilevers, z ⌬m 1 ,i are plotted as a function of the positions measured using an optical microscope in Fig. 3 . Excellent agreement is observed between the measured and the calculated positions for the experiments using both Dynabeads ® and the lighter Polybeads ® . Based on all measurements, the mass-ratio of the particles to the cantilever is calculated and the error in the calculated position is quantified by the root-mean-square value of the difference in calculated and measured position, ⌬z . The mass-ratio and ⌬z are listed in Table I for the cases of P = 1 and P = M for both kinds of particles. For both kinds of particles the agreement between the calculated mass-ratio and the theoretical value is good and within the uncertainty of the theoretical mass.
The uncertainty in the calculated mass-ratio and position increases for both kinds of particles when allowing the particles to have different masses. The effect is biggest for the lighter Polybeads ® and is most likely due to the smaller changes in the measured resonant frequencies ͑an average relative frequency shift of only 0.11% were obtained using the Polybeads ® compared to the 0.30% obtained with the Dynabeads ® ͒. Because the measured frequency shifts are smaller they are more sensitive to errors coming from temperature changes and cantilever imperfections. The used cantilevers have an underetched anchor plate which alters the mode shapes compared to a perfect clamping assumed in the calculations. Furthermore, the measurements have been performed at ambient temperature without controlling it. Thus, the accuracy of the position and mass determination of particles can be improved first by increasing the sensitivity by increasing the mass ratio, that is using lighter cantilevers, second get rid of the imperfect cantilever clamping, that is using a different fabrication process for the cantilevers, and third by measuring at a constant temperature.
The maximum number of particles that can be determined is limited by the number of modes that can be measured. That is, the particle number is limited by the maximum measurable frequency and therefore depends on the scale of the cantilever. It has been found, that the position accuracy does not improve by using a higher number of modes than N =2M +1.
Using the method proposed here it is possible to do quantitative single and multiple particle detection. It is thereby possible to do mass spectrometry on real samples where a low but unknown number of particles adhere to the cantilever in between successive measurements. The method proposed can be used to detect particles with different masses although it has not been demonstrated here.
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